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Presentation

Presentation
The core of this project’s motivation consists, above all, in the vision that it is possible to build structures more
socially equal, capable of contributing with the offer of opportunities materially robust to all the individuals and
institutions that compose society. Opportunities which entice the potentiality of human development in all its
economic dimensions.
What follows in this document is the description of how this vision shall be structured with the purpose of being
successfully achieved. We will describe the set of assumed commitments and efforts with the intent of developing
this vision through the adequate employment of technology and people. Starting here, we already wish to set the
tone that shall conduct all our constructions, the manner.
Despite using structures ourselves, creating them or re-employing them, to make our ideas come true, we
understand that the structures are only that, structures. There is neutrality in them. History is prodigal when
revealing us this. The most relevant, even more than the human technological prodigy, are the motivations and,
thus, the manner in which we employ them, the manner that we make use of these structures.
Coming up, in separate chapters, we will describe each one of the commitments and tools which are created or
re-employed for the achievement of project Dibs Digital (hereinafter, Dibs). Strarting out by Dibscoin, project’s
cryptocurrency. It is in this section that we shall discuss aspects and motivations of this cryptocurrency’s creation,
reason of which shall be followed by the discussion of the creation of Dibslive, the guardian of the values that
hover around Dibscoin and the currency itself. Dibslive shall institute a working protocol which shall synthesize
this set of values surrounding everything that shall be built -- in community --, whether they are the technologies
or the institutional relations, always offering a ruler capable of assessing how close or distant such or what idea
will be positioned as to the Dibs’ way of doing things. From then on, we shall unveil Dibspag, payment system
whose purpose is to promote the currency Dibscoin as a 1 means of payment, speeding it up in terms of adoption
by the market, whether from the offer or from the demand; Aside from being the necessary support for the
facilitation and socio-economic integration, by the incentive and facilitations of access and use as an online means
of payment, especially for those sees themselves as out of banks and, therefore, excluded from the easiness
of financial transactions. Afterwards, we will present the Dibstrader, another tool that, working together with
Dibspag, shall be employed as an instrument for empowering Dibscoin even more as a currency on the market. It
shall facilitate, among other things, the integration of this currency with so many other that are currently available
around the world. Then Dibsback will be approached. A platform with the purpose of promoting and raising funds
for projects which are aligned with the protocol to be instituted by Dibslive. Ultimately, in a General Chapter, we
shall approach the more technical and legal questions of token distribution, its sales regarding the way that the
ICO resources shall be distributed and employed in the execution of the project.
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CHAPTER I

Dibscoin
Introduction
A good starting point is to question yourself about what the function of a currency is. The economy manuals inform
us that: the purpose of a currency is to be a medium of exchange, unit of account and store of value. Through trade
we understand that the currency needs to be accepted as an exchangeable instrument for goods and services,
that is, it needs to make the consume relationships feasible. Thus, it is necessary to have acceptance among the
parties that compose a business relationship regarding how useful it is for the purpose. As to its function of being
a unit of account, it is of such nature that the currency is adequate for quantifying, counting assets and liabilities,
property and debts. Expressed, here, the use in the sense of mediation of values of quantities. At last, store of
value is the expression of the currency’s confident use as to it being useful for accumulating (or even keeping)
wealth to be enjoyed in some future time.
The intersection between each one of these functions is on the account of the size of the trust that a commercial
relationship vetween parties needs to deposit in the currency, the trust that it is capable of fulfilling all the
three mentioned functions. Trust, however, is a psychological component and relatively volatile -- generally
circumstantial. Therefore, the more predictable the system is, the safer its users will feel.
Assuming what is being said here as an assumption to inform if any asset is or is not currency, if it fulfills or not the
functions which are expected, it is worth questioning: what can we conclude regarding cryptocurrencies?
In order to be careful with the document’s scope, let us taken only two cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin and Ethereum,
and from the data collected from the page TradingView, let us try answering the question. Let us take a look:
Bitcoin, for instance, got out of a range surrounding US$ 18,000.00 in December 2017 to get to US$ 6,500.00 in
April 2018, suffering a negative price variance of over 60% in a period of not more than 4 months. Then, from
that, the trend changes and in less than two months it gets a positive appreciation of almost 50%, going from the
US$ 6,500.00 range to almost US$ 9,700.00. In the accumulated six months, there was a loss that overs around
the 55% of its value against the Dollar. Ethereum, on the other hand, on the same period, goes from being worth
US$1,300.00, in less than two months, to reaching US$ 365.00. A negative variation against the Dollar of more than
71%, In May 2018 it goes back up and reaches, at the beginning of June, the new value of US$ 584.00, reaching
a new appreciation level approximately 60%. In the six month period of the assessment, Ethereum’s value has
accrued a depreciation that hovered around the 46%.
So as to establishing a reference, a more adequate comparison basis, let us see the behavior of a fiat currency
like Euro -- relating it to Dollar. For the same period, Euro goes from US$ 1.17 in December 2017, to reach the
price level of US$ 1.25 in February 2018; with an appreciation rate of little more than 7%. In May, however, ir gets
depreciated and practically reaches the same value as in the beginning of the series, with the price of US$ 1.16. In
the whole period there was of negative variation of less than 0.9% of its value.
After that being said, it is clear which one of the systems is currently the more predictable and, thus, through the
vector of trust, which one of the two (the fiat or digital currencies -- cryptocurrencies) must be the preferred to a
group of user of the three assets presented to be employed as currency. Not even by far it is possible to compare
the two kinds of assets. Let us say that, aside from the volatility of its values in the period being extremely high,
there are, for those who investigate their behaviors on the same period (December 2017 to May 2018), some
moments in which their volatility reach indexes close to 20% a day! It is definitely an unpredictable system. It
would be difficult for them to be massively adopted as a medium of exchange, unit of account and store of value.
A good read can be found on this page 6.
It is important to notice, however, that the relevant fact is not the absence of the currency’s value volatility. What
is really relevant is that the volatility be as low as possible, the minimum. It needs to exist within an acceptable
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margin, tolerable and somewhat predictable. Currencies considered little volatile and that allow a good margin of
predictability in terms of its appreciation and depreciation tendencies are deemed stable.
We still have to relate these functions to another relevant element that objectively expresses the result of the
accomplishment of these functions, inspiring or not the interest: the purchasing- power. Purchasing-power is
the capacity of consuming goods and services with a determined unit of money. By being accepted as a medium
of exchange, a currency allows the time separation between the act of purchase and the act of sale. Whoever
exchanges services or goods for a certain amount of currency should not be obligated, immediately, to employ
the same quantities in another exchange. It is appropriate to expect that this received quantity may be used at any
moment in the future. That implies, especially, the constitution aspect of the currency as a medium to execute the
store of value. Due to the high volatility rates of cryptocurrencies in general, their purchasing power may simply
disappear, or franticly increase. It is here, obviously that the psychological value of its users (constitution, among
others, of trust and safety) install and can, reinforce the interest, or provoke the utter disinterest in the currency’s
use.
Here, thus, we have perhaps reached the main fundamentals of what should mark the reflection regarding the
currency’s construction, the fundamentals that guides the use of the cryptocurrency as a currency. In summary,
whoever adopts a currency makes it by trusting that it constitutes a system that executes three basic and
distinct functions (see this section’s first paragraph). And this monetary system must be executed with as much
predictability as possible as to the expectation of value of such currency, out of the need for preservation of its
purchasing power despite the passage of time. There is the starting point that entices the creation of Dibscoin,
the reflection of what a currency is. Unlike that, what exists are only assets more similar to commodities, or assets
with strict purposes basically to the gains with speculation.
In the next section we will approach the class of currencies (digital) to which Dibscoin belongs to.
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STABLECOINS
Most cryptocurrencies currently in the market, certainly for their creators’ priority reasons in a context unique
to their markets, are expressions of much greater concerns regarding echnical questions -- among them, for
example, quickness of transaction registrations and the quantity of registrations in the transaction blocks, etc. -than proper expressions of economic concern, as for the currency’s constitution character. The thing is, however,
that it has repercussions. Most cryptocurrencies, including those among them that possess the bigger market
caps, do not fulfill the qualities discussed in the previous section regarding the functions that any of them need
to perform to be considered currency. The most prominent of them all, Bitcoin, for example, was created with the
purpose of being digital money, despite its inaugural article being solely about the technology capable of solving
the big challenge of having consensus regarding the authenticity of transactions in a network of us validators, or
general ledgers, distributed.
There, in its creator’s text, Satoshi Nakamoto, there is no concern with the economic aspects of the fundamentals
of the then-newborn cryptocurrency; nothing regarding the ways of seeking to construct solutions that help
offering a certain degree of necessary predictability and trust in their bearers in a way that they employ it as a
currency. Perhaps due to it, and not only Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies have been more profoundly exploited, and
even desired, a lot more for the speculative character they possess.
In the opposite direction, however, the fundamental of the then called stablecoins is centered in the dimension
of the economic commitment with the maintenance of the currency’s purchasing power, both in the concern
with the technologies’ development that support its existence and the flow of the demand. The stablecoin’s main
characteristics are the following:
Transparency - its algorithms, the necessary to pursue the reduction of volatility, are all executed on chain.
That is, the discretion of movements to provide for the currency’s demand does not get under one person’s
competence, or a group of “competent people”. The consequence of this is the transparency and increase of
trust value;
Auditability - as all assets being executed in blockchain9, absolutely everything can be audited by any one
that so desires, without depending on any kind of authorization for that;
Stability Mechanisms - it proposes mechanisms that pursue the balance between supply and demand for
the currency in periods which tend to monetary imbalance.
Scalability - It entices environments where the activity and action variations of all the system’s actors are
accommodated in a way that they remain consistent and reasonably predictable. For example, if the demand
ebbs for some reason in some of the ecosystem’s area, the system possesses the ability of scaling this
reduction of demand;
Reserve - The execution of trust happens upon the offer of certain levels of liquidity guarantee to the bearers
of the currencies on the system. The issuance of a currency, that aims to be trustworthy and stable, depends
on the capacity of constituting store of value.
Up next, we will show how these characteristics above permeate the Dibscoin project. The currency’s protocol
shall specify how to pursue and reach a stability regime of the currency’s value against other systems.
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The Protocol
Starting out from the understanding that the demand for a currency is sustained by at least two kinds of interest
-- the transactional use (solely for the execution of trade exchanges) and the speculative use -- we understand
that the internalization of these two possibilities of usage for the Dibs system is necessary. By doing that, we
highlight the understanding that these two interests, although intrinsic, are competing and, for that, the system
shall also be able to present mechanisms capable of balancing this competition in a way that both uses occur due
to reasons that sustain the interest and development of the system as a whole.
That being said, the Dibscoin currency system shall possess two assets: one of them, the DBC, that will constitute
the target of the interest for value stabilization, with the price of an asset or a group of assets external to the
system as well as the demand for such asset in the market as reference -- both aspects capable of controlling the
variations of its supply size in the market; and the other, the DBX, that shall constitute of the asset of store for the
executed transactions with the first one and that, furthermore, may be used for earnings with peculation. The DBX
will not have the possibility of increasing its available asset quantities to the market, unlike DBC. The DBS quantity
will be created and fixed in the moment of release of the Dibscoin system.
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General aspects of monetary issues
When dealing with anchor value, that is, the value which the DBX offer is determined and, more than that, the
value responsible for the system’s volatility control, we noticed that this is a fundamental variable to the safety
and functionality of the system as a whole. It is therefore necessary to discuss about its determination before
presenting the calculation model.
The conceptual element that establishes for such determination is the dual perspective of the system’s
determination. To showcase the capacity and control regarding volatility, which ould allow the DBC transactional
use -- as its quality is function of the DBX quantity -- it is essential to establish an endogenous logic argument
to the system, which would be determined by the asset’s own demand in the system, and the other would be a
fixation and anchoring argument to a group of assets of fiat economy, in spite of being little fickle and more stable,
aside from minimizing the degenerative effects of the fiat currencies.
It is necessary to understand some questions regarding the monetary system’s control. One of the aspects we
have visualized as good monetary control potential is the use of some mechanisms used in traditional economy.
Considering he established objectives for the Dibscoin system, three control instruments of the banking system
were identified with potential to be applied, with all due adaptations.
The first one relates to the insertion or withdrawal of currencies in circulation. The most classical way occurs
through the issuance and negotiation of public debt bonds for the removal of the currency and the payment or
redemption of these bonds to increase the monetary basis of an economy. Considering the function of regulating
the size of the monetary basis, the determination of the DBC available quantity for the market shall be the function
of the value and of certain quantity of the DBX, which will be available for exchange at each moment, one for the
other -- the last one working, thus, as some kind of offer regulating bond of DBC.
The second one regards reserve requirements. The Central Bank of a determined country demands that commercial
banks hold part of the private assets in reserve to ensure the system’s flow and liquidity. A high demand for
withdrawals in currency from the system’s users may generate a collapse in case that there are no available
resources that ensure at least the minimal meeting of this search for value redemption by the users. Besides
that, it assists in controlling the access to money and, therefore, the inflation adjustment. Such mechanism may
be employed in our system with the capacity of also working the DBC supply, but under a diverse perspective of
value, that is: ensuring the system liquidity in the sense that there are guarantees of a minimum DBX availability
capable of assisting the volatility control due to demand for DBC.
The third way of controlling is the determination of discount lending rate, whose objective is solving problems
related to the imbalance in commercial banks’ reserves, that is, imbalances of monetary availability. This rate is
known as the interest rate that the Central Bank applies when lending money to the commercial banks in order
to stimulate the economy through additional monetary availability and increase of monetary basis driven by the
reduction of the discount lending rate and the increase in the payment term, with the purpose of encouraging
banks to take loans. So, banks are less rigid as to the transactions’ risks. If the idea is reducing the monetary base,
the logic is to discourage banks through a rise in the discount lending rate and the shortening of terms which
would provide greater rigidity in the granting of credit and greater control of transaction risks.
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These control mechanisms help understanding the monetary market regulation of a given economy. The Dibscoin
system needs similar logical arguments to beacon its acts and control the price and quantity of its assets in the
market.
We understand that the constitution of similar elements to control I) the Dibs availability; II) the system safety so
that it does not collapse in case any externalities that enhance the user demand and system liquidity; and III) the
potential imbalances in the system through an increase or reduction of the monetary basis; it is fundamental to
guarantee its safety, in a way that control instruments similar to the ones of traditional economy would be used,
however under a shared and decentralized management within the Dibscoin system’s structure.
Up next, the mechanisms which will act with the intent of executing both things this system proposes will be
described: stabilizing the value of a cryptocurrency and, besides sustaining it, increasing the interest in the system
in order to consolidate both assets.
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The DibsC Asset Stabilization
An external price reference will be used to pursue the stabilization of the DBX’s value. However, this reference
may be changed at any moment according to the understanding of the Dibscoin system’s community. To
understand the protocol herein described, we establish AS AN EXAMPLE the price of Dollar as reference price
for the stabilization of value of the DBX at the Dibscoin system.
As previously said, the trust in the value of a currency is a fundamental vector for the sustainment of the system
enabled by it. In the Dibscoin system design, the trust in the value of assets will be in the creation of a store
capable of creating the guarantee conditions of value and, with that, entice safety to the system’s users who use
the asset which will assume the function of transactional currency, the DBC.
As both the quantity and quality of the DBC will always be a function of DBX, it is possible to say that the total
DBC value and amount available will always be regulated by the relation between the DBX value (which will be
determined by the demand and availability of the asset in the market) and the Dollar, as our example. For that
reason, it is necessary to identify the DBX amount needed and capable of providing safety to the transactions
carried out in DBC, especially in circumstances in which the negative fluctuation of the DBX value in face of the
Dollar occurs. In mathematical language and by the hypothesis of the supply and demand law, we present the
DBC’s volatility control guidelines up next:

Pic. 1: Relation between the supply and demand curves. Referencing a Dollar.

mportant: QC represents the amount of DBC asset desired for a certain level of price PC, these values being the
ones which balance the system. In the example used, we can considers that the balance price would be equal to
$1 (Dollar). Therefore, as to system balance goes, we still have to define the ideal amount to this level of price.
There is, thus, the variable we desire to seek and monitor in order to establish more adequate volatility levels so
that an asset may consolidate itself as currency, QC.
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The following equation express the relation between the DBC and DBX supply, given the need of constituting
reserves in DBX to provide quality to the DBC value. As previously stated, the DBX amount is invariable in the
system, only its availability can be controlled within all available assets.
The PC value must be known, and its goal here is to keep value equivalence to the Dollar (our example).

Thus the Reserve Coefficient Cr, is defined as an index of expression of value of DBC. This index must never be
higher than 1, considering that the main system condition is that (QC*PC) ≤ (QX*PX) and it must always be superior
to 0. That makes us express mathematically that the DBC supply will always be function and fraction of the DBX,
and considering our example, PC in balance and equal to 1, as showed as follows:

The safety of this system (among other further discussed aspects) is in that the DBC asset, whose design is done
with the intent of implementing the search of the volatility control, has its store anchored in the value of the
system’s second asset, the DBX value. By the second equation, the possible available amount for the circulation
of DBC is function not only of a fraction of the DBX asset quantity (Cr*QX), it is also function of this asset’s price
(PX) which may freely vary from 0 to values way higher than 1 for instance. Due to that, it is expressed that as
the interest for the Dibscoin system grows, through the increase in value of the DBX asset, the more possible to
increase the DBC availability.
This way it is possible to verify that the system’s value is not given by the value of some asset external to the system
itself, on the contrary. The support depends fundamentally on the system’s use dynamics, the improvement
capacity of the network in the interests synergy that compose it, relating it to exogenous variables only in what
refers to the controle of value of a transactional currency (DBC). Therefore, the system is not completely exposed
to the price variations of assets external to it and competing with it -- that guarantees a good degree of immunity
to crises that afflict assets as the Dollar, Euro, Gold, Oil, Bitcoin, etc.
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DBC Amount Management and the DBX Store
Each DBX holder may issue, at a certain moment in time, an amount of DBC, considering the relation between them
previously presented. Such amount is function of the DBX availability in its wallet. This wallet may issue amounts
of DBC and carry out commercial transactions with the user and traders network that accept to exchange with
the Dibscoin currency token, trading them for consumer goods and services for instance. Yet, with the purpose of
ensuring safety to the group of system users that hold DBC, its issuances will demand the locking out of a certain
amount of DBX, constituting the necessary store of value to the desired safety.
To ensure the relation between the supply and demand for DBC, the system will need to calculate and guide with
respect to which is the Cr, that optimizes the system (Cro, from now on) a each moment of time. Thus this will be
a coefficient whose value expresses the minimum DBX store necessary -- at each moment -- to ensure a good
degree of trust quality in the executed transactions with DBC. The system, therefore, will systematically calculate
a great ratio of relation between the total demands of both assets and it will inform the users about the Cro that
is more adequate to the Dibscoin system.
By spreading this information, the system provokes an increase of consciousness and, due to the interest, the
involvement of users as to the participation - to some degree - in the maintenance of the system in levels that
enable the contention of the value volatility of the Dibscoin’s DBC token. For such, and beyond presenting the
system’s Cro index to the users, each wallet shall have its own Cr index (Crw, from now on) and it will be able to
present a Δw as a variation between these distinct coefficients:

The system will count with the mechanisms that will stimulate its users to collaborate seeking the interest of
minimizing the Δw so that the Cro of the system is reached. Starting from a system balance condition, as long as
the Δw presents itself as positive and with tendencies of distancing itself from zero (that is, go opposite to the
balance situation), the system will then begin to reward a certain rate (Txr), paid in DBC, those who make the
effort of making the Δw change the bias and end up tending to zero. On the other hand, as Δw is a negative value
and possess a bias od distancing from zero, the system will recalibrate the same Txr, in the sense of diminishing
it to discourage the increase of reserves, or even its ebbing. All that shall be done with the intent of manipulating
the amount of DBX reserves at adequate levels at each moment. Naturally the system will assess, besides the Δw
signal, the speed of increase and decrease of the |Δw| over the course of time in order to enhance the calculations
of the Txr values.
The necessary resources to the payment of rewards will stem from the fees paid by transactions executed with
DBC. At each moment, as with the calculation of the Cro, the system will calibrate the rates, increasing or decreasing
them, as the sign and evolution of the Δw in time. And that, as said, with the purpose of stimulating or discouraging
the increase in DBX reserves capable of ensuring a good quality of transaction and the DBC value, through the
stability of its system value.
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Calculation Algorithm of the Cro and the Reward Fee
As to the Cro
As previously presented, the Dibs system’s objective is establishing a good parameter to the index of the expression
of reserve (Cro) to generate guarantees relative to its adequate functioning maximizing the reward fees of the
assets’ holders so that this great value is reached.
It is important to notice that the DBX token is the asset that shall ensure the functioning of the system, aside from
contributing to determine the DBC supply. Thus, Cro will be positive function of PX, in a way that its value directly
accompanies the fluctuations of this variable. Therefore, to obtain the great value Cro, it is necessary to work the
DBC supply, through an increase or destruction of volume of these assets on the system, considering that the
determination of its price PC has as determining factor the demand of the asset itself. This way, the DBX holders
could control the expression of individual reserve Crw.
So, the function of determination of Cro is:

When PX is equal to the release value (considering in this investment the value referring to a monetary unit, that
is, PX = $1), we believe that the system is in balance, thus, free from the need of alterations in the supply of assets
and, in this case, Cro = Cr, rendering any incentive unenforceable to the distancing from the guarantee level of
the reserve in force. In a situation which PX has a value inferior to the one of a monetary unit, that is, PDC < $1,
there is an imbalance in the system that configures an asset supply greater than the demand and because of
that, there is a reduction of asset price to rebalance the system. In this situation, Cro< Cr, what would provoke an
encouragement to the withdrawal of a determined amount of assets until its price returned to that which provides
guarantee of adequate store to the system. The last possibility would be when PX were superior to the value of
a monetary unit: PX > $1. Under these circumstances the natural tendency would be the increase of supply of
the asset due to the correction move, symmetrically, being provided thorough the reduction of its price. In this
case Cro > Cr, configuring an inefficiency for the lack of available assets, fact that would only be interesting for
speculation, aspect of which is not the biggest interest for this proposal.
Resuming the determination equations of Cro and PX, we notice that the parameter ơ is nothing more than the
elasticity-price parameter of the demand, that is, the measure of the sensibility of the asset price to the demand
for it on the system. For the system to work within the normality, it is a necessary condition that this parameter
always presents positive values.
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Thus, this function showcases a restriction that is ơ > 0. Furthermore, it is important to highlight that the closer
PX is of its balance value (in the example = $1), more stable the system is, considering that the market forces will
be closer to their great mark. In terms of highest mark to be reached by Cr, the idea will be of always keeping the
following logic:

This order must be respected by the system so that it presents guarantees of functioning. Besides, it is important
to mention that the Crmax tends to be a static value in function of the fixed availability of the DBX asset size.
However, as previously mentioned, the asset holders will be able to control the store expression from their asset
wallets individually, yet respecting minimum values established for each transaction. That being said, there is a
possibility that Cro varies in function of PX and then provide alterations in Crmax. It is thus possible that Crw > Crmax,
however, we seek to restrict that the model reaches this situation. Making the math of the determination logic of
Crmax, we have:

The Crmax value is the determining factor of the asset volume limit that may be available in the market, meaning
that the higher this variable is, higher the asset supply will be. Yet, in case that the Crmax presents incredibly low
values, that is, the maximum guarantee is less relevant than expected for the system, it will present a propensity
to absorb negative shocks in the asset prices. Thus, the maximum value regarding the system’s store guarantee
constitutes itself as an opportunity cost between efficiency and resiliency and the solution of this tradeoff
represents the system balance, since Crmax is function, therefore dependent, of the Crovalues and both being
predetermined values that will only undergo alterations in the event of instability on PX.
Furthermore, it is important to highlight that the system presents one more restriction regarding the Crmax value
necessarily being lower than 1. That occurs due to if it were in a different circumstance than this one, it would
cause an appreciation beyond the desired levels of the transactional assets for the reinstatement of the system
to its balance, what would cause strong instability and distrust in the system.
Ultimately, regarding the great value that would balance the system, it is important to mention that situations of
monetary control imply in knowing how to work in moments of imbalance. Thus, if the development of the system
and the appreciation of the DBX asset in speculative terms, since this is one of the functions, aside from serving
as anchor for the DBC transactional asset, a controlling systematic can be adopted solely through demand for the
asset and working in the control of Cro closer to Crmax, and Crmax closer to 1, until a new and acceptable market
value is reached for the asset, stabilizing it and setting the new balance.
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Reward fee
Remarks: Once more the aspects that will be presented regard to the possibility of investment for both assets. However, they are provided in
notation applied to the DBX as it is the first asset to be released, despite applying mainly to the asset whose main function is the transaction, the
DBC in this case. Furthermore, the application of the below defined precepts to the DBX will be at the decision of the system’s players.

Facing all the presented questions, we verified that the Dibscoin system needs to dispose of a coefficient that
adjusts Cr in cases which changes in the PX occur, in a way that this price can be readjusted to the ideal level
capable of offering a reward fee for the asset holders according to their effective actions for the stabilization of
the PX.
Thus, the Dibs holders shall receive a fee γD, pro rata to the volume of assets transactions it executes. This will
make the expression of store of your individual asset wallet Crw be crescent up to a point close to Cro and then
going down by getting close to Crmax, in a way that the asset holder always seeks to make its Crw the closest
possible to Cro considering the obtaining of rewards γD for that.

Transaction Fee
Once more, as previously presented, the preoccupation with the economic activity in the sense of ensuring liquidity
and turning itself to transactional aspects must be one of the hallmarks of the Dibscoin system. Therefore, a small
transaction fee will affect the transactions executed with DBC, whose function is to allow the generation of income
within the system and ensure its liquidity and encourage new insertions of assets in the market. Regarding DBX,
even if its main function is not transaction, it will be negotiated in market and thus the transaction fee will also be
applied on its flow, which will be collected by the system to ensure its full functioning.
The transaction fee, both for the DBC and DBX, must be small in a way that it does not affect the transactional
activity nor generates backlash or wear to the system’s user. in order to determine its value, let us consider the
transaction fee as being τD constant, and the total volume of collected funds through transactions TτD will be
obtained by the product of the transaction fee, transaction speed (the speed that the asset has its ownership
transferred, according to Currency Quantitative Theory - CQT) and the amount of available assets QC:
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Thus the total fees that will reward the Dibs holders in the system TrDBC must be equal to the total value of all the
fees charged by the system, considering the system’s temporality, that is, TrDBC(t-1), being:

This determination of the maximum reward fee (γmax) due to TτD. This fee must be reached when Crw = Cro on the
previous period (t-1). So, if PX > $1, the system drives QC, occurring the withdrawal of assets in circulation if PX < $1.
In short, the idea is that, regardless of the size of the asset wallet, the fees will benefit the volume of transactions,
in a way that the higher the volume if transactions, the bigger the rewards will be.
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Algorithm for measuring the DBC and DBX value in terms of exchange
Resuming once more the equations 1 and 2, we verified that the DBC supply (QC) will depend on the value PX due
to the system control in terms of DBC volatility and market value (PC). Furthermore, it is natural that both PC and
PX may be converted in values related to fiat currencies, considering the need for brokerage so that they can be
used in commercial transactions. Thus, the big question is how to make such reliance or what to rely this value on
in a way that the system does not suffer from the problems that afflict the traditional system.
From that, so that we can decrease the risks, as well as the system volatility, a determination model of the anchorage
value was established that would be an index that considers the value of some of the main fiat currencies with
distinct and complementary characteristics.
It is worth mentioning that, by launching the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) for the DBX, we understand that its
determination value will be defined according to the parameters of availability of QX and typically within a
normality logic, that is, establishing an entrance value that is attractive to the market and at the same time ensure
speculative values initially within a controllable dynamic. Afterwards, these values will follow the market logic and
the value control mechanisms may or not be used, depending on the deliberations within Dibslive.
However, in what concerns the control of the exchangeable currency DBC, it needs to present more consistent
values in terms of stability. It is obvious that its value will also depend on the dynamic of demand for this asset,
but it will need a counter-effect which prevents the occurrence of volatility in its value.
For the logic structuring of the Dibscoin system, we defend the idea of using an index built based on a basket
of assets and not establishing an anchoring on Dollar’s value. It would only assume the function of exchange
whenever carrying out transactions. For the determination of the assets’ value, as previously presented, besides
the demand generated in the system, we will use an index constituted of three coins: Dollar, Euro and Yuan, with
different weights due to their characteristics and market power.
The value of 1 is established to the Dollar, which would be the standard for the calculations, and a determination
coefficient equal to 0.5. Due to its level of security on the market for its constitutive model, the valeu of a Dollar is
assigned to the Euro with a determination coefficient equal to 0.3. At last, the Yuan gets its value in the American
currency, and for its characteristics and the size of the Chinese economy, it is assigned 0.2. So we have:

The IDD is the determination coefficient for the value PC that relies on the asset basket. Two remarks: 1) The
currencies’ values shall always predict its value in Dollars. 2) The model presents the Dollar and the Yuan as
determination variables who are antagonistic, as there is an exchange dispute between them, in a way that the
effects combined may commonly equate and the Euro would assist in the index control due to its bloc and stability
characteristics.
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To complement the determination of PC, we must establish a parameter that determines the demand by the
asset on the system. It is admitted, thus, the microeconomic concept of elasticity, which measures the sensibility
of variation of demand for goods in function of the price variation. This component was presented previously on
the equation (5). This way, when released into the market, the asset will have a determined value. From then on,
this value starts varying due to the demand for it and for the IDD. Therefore, to calculate the Price Elasticity of the
demand for the Dibscoin asset, we will consider the demand on the periods prior following this equation:

This model of determination considers the average point method, in which by assuming the average of the present
values and from a previous period, it enhances the capacity of volatility control.
Thus, the determination of PC will occur through the following equation:

and

Ultimately, it is worth mentioning that the starting value of PX will be established as the aspects presented at
the beginning of this sub item. The equation (15) regards its control after released and it may or may not be
applied, depending on the performance factors of the asset in the system and the holders’ interest. However, the
determination algorithm must be applied to the DBC at the moment of launch, due to its characteristics being
aimed at the transactional use.

Scenarios in Use, in the event of an increasing Δ
In construction...
Scenarios in Use, in the event of a decreasing Δ
In construction...

[1] The parameter is considered a constant critic whose function is to bring the assets’ distribution values closer to the metrics of a regular
elastic distribution, or approximation for regular distributions, considering that the distribution of earnings from the assets shows what are
called “fat tails”, aspect measured by the coefficient of taildness (Kurtosis) from the distribution.
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Chapter II

Dibslive
Introduction
More and more market agents, whether they are simples consumers or big providers of goods and services, have
been understanding the dimension of social participation on the economy, as to the decisions that are needed to
be taken daily. They comprehend that, in ventures of any kind, commitments related to these dimensions need to
always be in the core of their motivations.
According to an article by Wellington Rodgério, published at Portal Administradores6, due to understanding the
current relevancy of the themed related to a more socially inclusive economy, world leaders debated the theme
for the first time during the last meeting of the World Economic Forum in 2018, in Davos, Switzerland. The debate’s
main concern was dealing with the income sharing on the world, once it is exactly the terrible distribution of
wealth that is causing trouble in all economic orders. Specialists state that there is no other way capable of facing
the current economic challenges, bigger and bigger on contemporary society, other than the principle of the
construction of a shared economy, inclusive. They highlight that this matter is not only an issue of governments,
but everybody including companies.
All the discussion has as background the need of putting the current time in the world in perspective, in which the
concentration of wealth rate quickly increases. Concentration has as a side effect the low intensity of appreciation
of diversity in the interests that compose any financial and monetary system generating, with that, great hindrances
as to trust -- essential vector of support of any economic system. We must interpose this accelerated increase of
this rate with values that communicate the principles that regard social interests of everyone.
The current state of the economic scenario has made political leaders of nations notice how harmful the
concentration of wealth is to the world’s economic health, both in macro and micro perspectives; whether they
are big or small businesses. It is relevant, and urgent, that we understand that the concentration of wealth creates
the conditions for the free market and the equality of material opportunity -- beyond formal -- to cease to exist;
what entices a strangling of production chains, thus generating, all sorts of economic distortions with immediate
reflexes in the dimensions of individuals and collectivities.
After a brief introduction, we understand that the social participation, for the promotion of inclusion of everyone
is an issue of absolute importance to be discussed so as to serve us as guide together with the business decisions
that involve the Dibs project. We also believe that such concerns must truly guide, through the investigation
of experiences already executed and innovation of ideas, earnings of collective nature with the carrying out of
ventures.
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Potentials and Possibilities on the horizon
The core of Project Dibs goes through the promotion and use of technologies that emerge from maelstrom of
technological -- why not say social -- innovation started with the first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin. Transformations that
have been happening very fast. In the context of what was previously said, therefore, it is our duty to investigate
the social dimension of the market movement towards cryptocurrencies, including Dibscoin. Onwards we go The
global economy currently depends on the American currency, the Dollar. That gets even more in evidence when
given the degree of connection among the countries economies around the globe. Because of that everyone
started having special attention and even a dependency related to the dynamics of the events that are associated
to this reference currency. It is a reality that allows us to admit that the American Central Bank ends up being -- by
concentrating the attention of everyone and forcing dependences -- sort of the world’s central bank.
It is obvious, observing this scenario, noticing how the economic power implies our political power. And it is at
this point, that the possibilities open up. The technologies that surround the creation of the cryptocurrencies are
such that, in themselves, bring a constituting mark of conscious option for principles that promote and depend on
collaboration, sharing, control distribution; values that at the end, may consolidate the path towards inclusion and
greater degree of participation -- for that, trust. Perhaps for having the potential of radically changing the scenario
as we see it today, for being able to change the concentrated way of maintenance of economic power and, thus,
political that the cryptocurrencies and the underlying technologies -- the most notorious being blockchain -have been the target of series of discussions, interests, speculations of all sorts and sizes, involving small agents,
big companies and even the biggest monetary authorities of nations such as the U.S.A., China, Japan, Russia,
Switzerland, Malta and Latvia for instance.
The emergence of the current 3000+ cryptocurrencies, made possible for the conditions of transactions
that previously only happened within the intricate traditional financial system, whose center of interest are
macroeconomic policies from the American government, to occur outside of it. That enables, from then on, the
decentralization of the system, the mitigation of the colossal concentrated political-economic power in the hands
of some nations, whichever they are. It has, therefore, the power to relevantly alter the dynamics of international
trade, foreign relations, diplomacy and the impact of economic sanctions promoted by, in the least of times,
questionable motivations. Such phenomenon may conduct in the long run the emergence of conditions of greater
equality among people, promoting and strengthening relations more and more plural and multilateral.
It is in the maelstrom of transformations that Dibs rises and, for this chapter, Dibslive. It intends to be the point
of convergence of the project that captures this collaborative mode of noticing and acting in the business world
more essentially. We will describe on the next section what is intended with the Dibslive institution.
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Dibslive functioning
Dibslive is legally constituted as a foundation. The reason behind this choice is that by being an institution
governed by public law, the administrative processes become potentially more transparent and, for that, entice
greater degree of trust by the beneficiaries of the services which will operate the foundation.
It will be Dibslive who shall maintain and operate the evolution of the Dibscoin protocol. For such it will possess and
administrative and operational structure with autonomy regarding Dibs’s enterprise will. Dibslive, in partnership
with the Dibs services’ ecosystem user community, will determine the necessary economic courses to which the
currency may operate according to what was presented on chapter I.
The Dibslive will shall be constituted of three committees and a president. The president will have the necessary
administrative-executive role for the coordination of the committees. Aside from the natural institutional
representation of the foundation together to society and market, besides control entities to which Dibslive shall
be, by law, subject to. The detailing of its attributions will be defined in the foundation articles. The committees
shall be organized as follows.
The Resolving Committee
It is the management instance responsible for the technical, economic and political discussions, whose purpose
will be of finding consensus regarding arguments that scientifically support the best interest for the community as
to the form of operation of the Dibscoin currency protocol. It will be composed of two structures: the first one is
a Technical-Scientific Collegiate and the second the currency holder community itself (all those who, at their own
leisure, are promoters of the use and possessors of some Dibscoin balance).
The Technical-Scientific Collegiate shall be made of the foundation’s president, scholars and self- starters from
the economy and technology area assigned to mandates for a time period yet to be defined at the moment of
formation of the Dibslive’s legal personality, according to the interest of the currency holder community registered
at the foundation’s articles. Such mandates will be armed with all the possible information in real time which
assist the understanding around the currency’s state of functioning at each moment of analysis. The purpose
of deciding in the best way possible the corrections of path that they see as necessary to the good operation of
the currency protocol. Such alterations, as scientifically justified as possible, may come from simple adjustments
in parameters of the protocol until the full alteration of the currency’s protocol. Yet, in spite of the collegiate
power, the alterations, especially the ones of more serious character, will be necessarily assessed from the user
community interest. This assessment will occur through direct participation by a voting system to be defined,
regulated, above all, by a weight system whose core will be centered in the level of participation of each of the Dibs
communities’ members and the committee’s members themselves.
Finally, such committee will be governed by its own articles to be elaborated and officially presented at the moment
of the effective constitution of Dibslive as a corporate entity.
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The Executive Committee
It is the management instance whose purpose is the ordinarily manage the institution, aside from executing what
is defined as protocol to operate the currency according to the Resolving Committee’s resolutions. Therefore, it
must be structured in the three areas: one for the administrative management competences; another to fulfill
the necessary tasks to the operation and evolution of the technology inherent to the workings of the currency’s
protocol; a third one related to the commercial area and marketing that should develop the best strategies of
business relationships positioning of services related to the currency’s workings, that is, from blockchain to the
currency, creating then a whole business ecosystem based on blockchain technology and the values that are
the foundation of the Dibs community interests. These management areas must be guided by compliance rules
capable of better express commitments to management efficiency, and that according to the detailing of rules
that shall come into force from the presentation of the institution’s articles on its foundation date.
The Fiscal Committee
It will the administrative instance responsible for the accompanying of the execution of the institution’s budget.
Thus, it will be the internal agent that will handle checking the appropriateness and legality of the financialadministrative actions of the foundation, aside from making them public. It will possess full commitment to
transparency as to the use of resources that regard the functioning and development of the Dibslive businesses,
always aiming to promote a greater degree of trust on behalf of the Dibs community, informing it. As the other
committees, the articles governing the foundation will be presented at the moment of its legal constitution.
Ultimately, it is important to reaffirm our understanding as to the need of seeking greater transparency and
efficiency of the management processes necessary to ensuring the excellence of operation of the currency’s
protocol which, at first instance, must reflect the best interests of the user community of the Dibscoin and the
services hovering around it.
The choice of an institution of public legal personality to be the keeper of the community’s interests is not for
nothing. The community will have in their hands the power of exercising its right to participate by interfering in
the ways of working of the currency by voting systems to be implemented on the foundation’s institution. We
understand that with it we enhance the offer of the best security level possible to the user network of the Dibs
business ecosystem.
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CHAPTER III

Dibspag
Introduction
Money and the idea of its exchange through payment systems have evolved a lot since their creation. From goods
to grain, from metal coins to paper, from bank accounts to electronic wallets, money and the way of keeping it
has taken various shapes throughout history. The manner of executing payments has also demonstrated relevant
evolution. They have gone from an exchange system based on grain to payments in cash, electronic or not, by
using credit or debit cards, checks and more recently, e-wallets.
The payment systems are evolving in accelerated rhythm, with new suppliers, new platforms and new tools
of payment being release almost daily. As consumer behavior evolves, comes up the expectation towards
omnicommerce - that is, the capacity of paying the same way, whether it is shopping at a store, online or through
a mobile device. This change precipitates the need for retailers to adapt to fast, simple and safe mobile payments.
Such change in the scenery of payments has been demanding from the merchants faster and faster decisionmaking, the establishment of faster processes that aim to accompanying the technological evolution to meet the
evolution of demand for faster and cheaper means of payment, and, therefore, more capable of executing the
inclusion of the so called out of anks. To this extent, we highlight this new technology that has been contributing to
the disruption of the payment systems’ scenery: Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), or more commonly known
as Blockchain.
Such technology emerged and enhanced in the period of the last 10 years possessing the potential to completely
change the easiness of use and cost model of transaction processing occurred within payment systems. They also
allow that all the processing gets done in a network of distributed systems, avoiding the use, including, of data
centers or expensive mainframes.
It is in this context that we intend to discuss more specifically about the market and the opportunities that
exist. Plus, opportunities that motivate us into building solutions that may contribute to the facilitation of trade
relationships that are carried out through a payment system employing cryptocurrencies and blockchain.
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Market & Opportunities
It is noteworthy the set of innovation that are arising over the course of the last decade. The combination of the
set of these technologies have promoted a radical change in the scenery of financial transactions. Some relevant
numbers of this environment empowered by the such: payments without money (433 billion dollars in 2015),
smartphones (2.5 billion users in 2018, around 36% of the world population), blockchain (US$ 1.6 billion invested
in blockchain startups in 2017), cryptocurrencies (total market value of US$ 60 billion to US$ 600 billion on the
fourth quarter of 2017), NFC for payments without contract (around 1.9 billion of smartphones shall be enabled
for NFC in2018), mobile payments (over 1 billion users in 2020) and around 77% of europeans, for example, use a
mobile device to execute payments and 54% do it regularly.
Despite global data researched, it is important to pay attention to Brazil’s data, at first, the quicker and accessible
starting point for Dibspag. To this respect we bring some data relevant to what shall be discussed forward:
a assessment of the country’s Central Bank has revealed that, for the first time in history the mobile device
transactions - smartphones, tablets and PDAs - led the banks’ financial transactions in 2017. Until the previous
year, remote access through banks’ webpages (computer, home banking, and office banking) concentrated the
transactions. 24.52 million financial transactions were executed through mobile devices, against 20.6 million
remote access transactions and 11.24 million operations in ATMs. The traditional service channels (branches and
service stations) were well behind, with 8.5 million transactions.
Another relevant data for this document’s purpose is the participation of debit cards in electronic transactions
-- it increased in 2017. According to this country’s Central Bank, the payments with this kind of card concentrated
55.4% of the electronic transactions of the past year, against 53.9% in 2016. Debit cards have led the growth
between the electronic media modalities. According to the Central Bank, the number of active debit cards in Brazil
increased from 101.283 at the end of 2016 to 107.599 million at the end of last year, an increase of 6.24%. Besides
these, there is the information that the total credit cards went from 81.97 million to 83.52 million, growth of 1.89%.
Regarding the number of transactions, the total of debit payments have jumped from 6.8 billion to 7.9 billion in
12 months, up of 16.2%. The total of operations in the credit function has increased from 5.9 billion to 6.4 billion,
variation of 8.5%10.
Regarding the number of transactions, the total of debit payments have jumped from 6.8 billion to 7.9 billion in
12 months, up of 16.2%. The total of operations in the credit function has increased from 5.9 billion to 6.4 billion,
variation of 8.5%10
With respect to the adoption of the cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology is possible to highlight what a
study from Congnizant affirms by concluding that the new digital paradigm for the transfer of values, through
blockchain technology, possesses potential to dramatically alter the business processes by redefining its chains of
interactions provoking, among others, a reduction in the operational complexity and transaction costs.
In line with that, an article from a member the Forbes’ Technology Council stresses that, as interesting as the real
blockchain payment applications are, it is the fact that the main financial institutions, among them big banks, are
demonstrating an interest in using this technology.
Indeed we are at the beginning of a cycle of a new technological revolution and many new possibilities and
circumstances shall demand time to prove its worth. Yet, it is certain that his technology presents a series of
interesting opportunities for the financial sector, all the more so as the regulating of the business environment
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progresses and thus enables great players to take concrete steps towards the adoption of blockchain technology,
even despite what has already been researched and experimentally implemented in the business domain
However, and in spite of these positive impacts, the undeniable advantages in the use of blockchain and
cryptocurrencies over fiat currencies, technology has enjoyed limited penetration in the way everyday consumers
transfer values in their lifestyles. To some part, that is a problem that can express the reality of people as to being
unaware of the cryptocurrencies’ universe. An assessment done by PwC states that 94% of the interviewed were,
at best, “little aware” with the cryptocurrencies. Furthermore, it is relevant that many people are fascinated by the
Bitcoin value’s fluctuations, and the cryptocurrencies’ in general. That is a fact that possibly takes them to associate
cryptocurrencies with financial speculation, what promotes even greater hindrances as to the cryptocurrencies’
spending in the “real” world as an instrument of effectiveness in consumption relations.
Finally, the first problem as put in the previous paragraph shall be solved with time. Although we tend to believe
that a solution for the second problem will help solving the first one. That is, we think it is reasonable the
understanding that, if a payment system using cryptocurrencies works and is cheaper, faster, easier and safer
than the current alternatives, people will use and collaborate with the cryptocurrencies’ use and distribution. Plus,
by using they start constituting a relevant part of the presented numbers in the first paragraphs of this section.
Therefore, it is here where Dibspag comes in.
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Positioning
The resistance to change is common. It is natural that the users of payment systems as they are conceived today
are not likely to try new things, even less if they are not well known. Yet, ways can be offered to that resistance
which allow the adoption of new technologies without implying some kind of disruption. The most effective method
to get that is building factual pioneering experiences that offer to the adopters’ perception, an understanding the
current system’s limitations and, at the same time, do not deprive them of continuing to enjoy the comfort and
benefits that they offer.
Taking this perspective into account, it is important to think of a manner which allows the consumer to have
the advantages offered by the cryptocurrencies, together with the ones from the current system. Doing that is
giving enough traction opportunity to the new payment systems based on cryptocurrencies and blockchains, to
empower them in the direction of becoming effective in this scenery as relevant alternatives for the market.
Perceiving this scenery, Dibspag sees opportunities that open themselves on the pioneering lane. It also sees,
being among the pioneers, a way of building a solution that contributes to consumers enjoy all the advantages
that new technology brings and Dibspag settles on making it one of its goals, especially if these advantages allow
us to reduce its costs.
Furthermore, it is relevant to highlight that in the end of 2017 the total market capitalization for cryptocurrencies
was of US$ 600 billion and, for now, all this amount has been experimented as earnings from speculation and
not, as said, an instrument for the effectiveness of consumption relations. Given that information, despite the
attractive numbers and the attempts at promoting the cryptocurrencies and their blockchains mass adoption, we
have concluded that the adoption still has not happened as predicted. There it is the stimulus to comprehension
that we are the most adequate moment to contribute with the construction of a new reality maybe more accessible
and democratic, through the stimulus to the emergence of the cryptocurrencies that behave with less volatility
and payment systems that are more inclusive (let us remind of data that reveal that more than 55 million people
only in Brazil are debarred, a quarter of the population, and these people move over 650 billion reais a year). The
vision of the holistic Dibspag payment system shall be presented next.
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Architecture
Dibspag is a system composed by a fidelity program, a wallet and cards, a payment gateway and intelligent
terminals. The fidelity program strategically constitutes the main starting system for the popularization of Dibspag
solutions. From this payment system there is the Dibspag Wallet, which is a multi-currency electronic wallet app
that deals with crypto and fiat currencies, aside from the tokens themselves created for the fidelity system. It is
the wallet that will allow the acceptance of payments and transfers without borders, with all the advantages of a
cryptocurrency, especially the effective cost of transactions hovers, currently calculated, around R$ 0.01 (compare
it to current banking fees). Furthermore, it is through this wallet that the users will be able to have access to the
Dibstrader services -- instrument chosen by excellence to execute currencies exchange at any circumstances at
absolutely competitive fees with the current digital exchange market. With the Virtual Card Dibspag installed,
instant payments without commission from smartphones equipped with NFC will be possible in already millions
of terminals of payment spread around the world. A physical Dibspag card, with all the same advantages, will also
be available. The cards will be issued, for free, and can be delivered all over the world.
The payment gateway, in its turn, uses the technology among the fastest and safest in the world among blockchain
in operation, if not for the fastest -- Wavesplatform. The payment gateway uses the mentioned fidelity program
tokens, or even tokens from other programs as well as any other cryptocurrencies, aside from executing fiat
exchanges for cryptocurrencies and the other way around, from Dibstrader itself. The Payment Gateway will
allow access to the best exchange rates and it will let us provide transactions with, and without commissions. The
Dibspag terminals are, in their turn, an all-in-one solution for a point of sale, that combines a banking terminal, a
cash register and a payment terminal, with an Android system that allows the integration and customization by
the merchant. These shall take money, fiat and crypto cards, or tokens, for means of payments through mobile
devices without physical interfaces. This is Dibspag proposal: an innovative product in itself, that is part of the
holistic payment solution to be built and improved from the company and the adopter’s community’s effort which
are aggregated surrounding company’s tools and values.
Dibspag Wallet
Most people have already done the transition to digital payment system one way or another, whether
payments with card, mobile payments or fund transfer using Samsung Pay, Alipay, Paypal, Apple Pay, among
others, or interacting with their bank accounts through their banks’ apps. Dibspag’s vision does not seek
to change any of that, but to enhance such possibilities and user experiences, facilitating things and taking
advantage of the blockchain architecture by adding the capacity of dealing with cryptocurrencies. In short,
Dibspag will make the cryptocurrencies’ insertion process as transparent as possible, offering facilitations for
the use of any balance against any forms of debit.
With the Dibspag Wallet app installed on their smartphones, users may use the fidelity programs at their
disposal, locating points of sale in the market that are collaborators of the Dibspag technology user community
and, synergistically, promoting collateral benefits among all participants. Aside from that, they will be able
to use any currencies, crypto or fiat, for payment at any PoS with or without contact in the world. You will be
able to have multiple digital wallets for your many different cryptocurrencies, mas the Dibspag Wallet will be
the only wallet to easily govern them. The Dibspag Wallet will allow, in the future, the receipt, including, of
salaries. You will also be able to make unlimited transferences all over the world as well as withdraw money
from any ATM. It is the one wallet that, for these reasons, shall support a global lifestyle to its owners.
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Dibspag Cards
In certain situations, and for certain people, a conventional payment card is preferable and the Dibspag cards
cover this eventuality with fast and free delivery. The Dibspag card may be VISA or Mastercard, depending on
your preference, and it is connected to the Dibspag Wallet. In addition, without disrupting with the ways of
use already established for cards currently present in the payment market.
Dibspag Payment Terminal
To support the growth of the global PoS network , Dibspag shall offer payment terminals that shall accept
fiat and cryptocurrencies payment cards, aside from cash. Foreseen as being particularly adequate for small
companies. These next-gen terminals run on an Android system, and they can accept magnetic cards, cards
with chip/PIN and NFC without contact, also being able to scan bar and QR codes.
By using mobile apps, the terminals can be integrated to the company’s accounting system, making them a
cash register with all the resources, that can showcase a whole line of products. The Android’s participation
of 80% of the global smartphone market and 66% (from 2016) of the global tablet market means that almost
everybody are at least a little bit acquainted with the operational system, reducing the barriers for acceptance.
Payment Gateway
The Dibspag payment gateway is integrated to the Dibspag Wallet, allowing the exchange of tokens from the
Dibspag’s fidelity programs and, also, purchase and sale of both fiat and cryptocurrencies. The exchange rate
varies automatically within a position of current currency, depending on how the fidelity program’s tokens
and the other cryptocurrencies will be negotiated one related to the others.
Featuring the fidelity program’s tokens, for being the strategic positioning starting point and business
placement in the market, we highlight that the other cryptocurrencies’ conversion in the Dibspag wallet,
and associated Dibspag cads, will be possible through the use of the program’s tokens according to the
quotations at the moment of exchange. That guarantees the return of the cryptocurrencies’ secondary
market’s tokens. The program’s tokens are, therefore, a connection between the Dibspag services and other
cryptocurrencies. When receiving the tokens, the users will be able to convert them immediately in their
Dibspag wallet’s balance. The tokens may not be negotiated in external exchanges not related to the Dibspag
environment. The Dibspag holders may purchase/sell regardless of the cryptocurrency from/to other user
and then defining the exchange rates on their own in the adopting users community.
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Fidelity Program
As the Dibs and Dibspag market placement initial strategy, the fidelity program’s tokens will be in the center
of all the transactions that shall occurr above all in the retail context, in the Dibs tools’ ecosystem.
To ensure a sustainable business volume, we use Dibstoken as an instrument of trade for all Dibspag wallets.
Each conversion activates a Dibstoken purchase/sale, thus ensuring the increase in the business volume.
In the user’s wallet, balances can be stored in the form of Dibstoken or fiat currencies, as American Dollars,
Euros or Pounds. By opening a Dibspag wallet, the Bitcoin, Waves and Ethereum dominated wallets and
any others will also be open for customers to store their balances. However, before these Cryptocurrencies
are used for purchases and sales of goods and services, they will be converted into Dibstoken effecting the
tokens’ use.
Dibstokens are spent in the payment for goods and services in the Dibspag ecosystem. When Dibstokens are
acquired, the customer obtains access to the Dibspag services. They also gain the capacity of opening the
Dibspag Virtual Card or request that the Dibspag Card is sent and, in the future, the other card modalities
that exist. This way, the customer gains access to the Dibspag payment structure, buying and selling, among
others, with Dibstoken.
The Dibspag wallet active users will be buying new Dibstoken tokens regularly in order to keep the purchase
capacity.
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CHAPTER IV

Dibstrader
Introduction
Digital Exchanges are negotiation platforms of fiat and cryptocurrencies. There companies are available in Brazil
and around the world and each one sets their own fees, commissions, payment methods, etc. Their commercial
purpose is connecting people that wish to sell to those who wish to buy assets (cryptocurrencies and/or fiat
currencies), aside from ensuring to the buyers and sellers the payment of what was negotiated. It is through this
meeting-of-interests service that, by applying fees to the executed transactions, that the necessary revenue is
guaranteed to the maintenance and evolution of its businesses.
Currently there are two exchange modes, the centralized and the decentralized. The centralized demand that the
investor deposits its assets in their account so that, then, they can perform transactions. Notice that the deposited
assets become under custody of the chosen exchange. It is worth mentioning that these currently dominate with
more than 98% of the asset exchange market. Differently, in the decentralized mode case, the assets remain
under the investor’s custody, what, therefore, grants more safety and transparency to the executed transaction
in this model’s terms.
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Market & Opportunities
To synthesize, the hereby discussed data were specifically highlighted for the digital exchange modes that operate
with cryptocurrencies.
The Digital Exchange market has been growing fast over the past years, since Bitcoin’s advent around 10 years
ago. In 2017, Bitcoin suffered an appreciation of more than 1,900, going the beginning of that year, from a level of
US$ 890.00 to more than US$ 17,500.00 in the end of that year. The exchange sets’ market cap of those operating
with cryptocurrencies, on the day the text was written (August 2018), had already reached the US$ 300 billion
mark. If we consider only the last 24h, there is more than US$ 18.5 billion. It is good to point that these amounts
correspond to less than 2% of all the market cap of all exchanges around the world. It is equally relevant to point
that, from these 2%, 99% of these figures go through exchanges that operate in centralized form.
It occurs due to the technology that allows decentralization being still fairly recent -- only two years. That is,
considering the increase rate of the cryptocurrencies’ values on the exchanges, the demand for purchase and sale
and the market place that they occupy in the world in this moment, the growth potential and market opportunities
are fantastic for those who know how to properly position. Thus, we hereby present the first business opportunity
foundation, a Decentralized Exchange Digital (DEx from now on).
As an objective starting point, despite the global reach of the service offer of a DEx, we assess the national context
scenario (Brazil, as a direct base of operations at the start of the business operation). To this respect we highlight
some information for the construction of the second business opportunity foundation. Researches show that
Brazil currently figures in the scenario as the fourth largest market in volume negotiated with cryptocurrencies
in the world (staying only behind China, USA and EU), aside from being the one that pays the most for the Bitcoin
price. The negotiated figures reflect the information that there already are more people registered in the digital
exchanges than the people that operate in São Paulo’s stockmarket -- more than double. Another relevant data is
that only 4 exchanges in Brazil operate 90% of all the amount negotiated in cryptocurrencies, what clearly indicates
a big concentration in the market. However, in spite of the concentration and profitability levels, such operators
have not been able to deal with the demand’s increase, under many points of view, starting with customer service,
service availability, adequate personnel dimensioning, charged fees, portfolio, among others, generating record
dissatisfaction levels last year. Lastly, there is in Brazil a huge environment yet to be explored by the perspective
of the increase in the number of investors.
In terms of level of knowledge, a research from PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers) shows that, in the world, 94% from
those interviewed by them do not understand what that world of opportunities associated to cryptocurrencies
is, in the best cases, they have “a slight idea of what cryptocurrencies are”. We have reason to believe that in
Brazil this number is even higher. In the face of everything that has been said in the previous paragraphs, we
understand that there is a second solid foundation for a DEx positioning, which is: Brazil is indeed a good starting
point for the commencement of exchange operations. More than that, despite finding Brazil as an initial base of
operations due to its starting scale and costs, it will already be possible to operate at any big or small market in the
world due to the online functioning form of the structure and, thus, take advantages from the good opportunities
that are beyond national borders.
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Positioning
From what has already been said from the exchange market, whether they are centralized or decentralized,
we can start by presenting and positioning Dibstrader as a competitive solution in the decentralized exchange
market that act heavily with cryptocurrencies, besides fiat currencies, acting primarily in Brazil in the beginning
and afterwards with the same degree of effort all over the world.
Given this starting point, studying the market beyond what has already been presented (dimensions of current
assets, public size, growth rates, niches, among others), we highlight another smaller discussion.
Another important data is the profile of investments executed that vary from R$ 30.00 up to even 30 million
reais, the average hovering around R$ 1,700.00. Knowing this it understanding, in part, the kind of public of
which Dibstrader shall act upon. Thus, there it is a great challenge with such a great range of fundraising. To
that same respect, the exchange’s target audience profile, we must join the information that in a market as the
cryptocurrencies’ one, with its recent emergence, the investor users still need to adapt to an investment form that
demands risk and is very aggressive. Data shows that, according to the mapping executed by Mercado Bitcoin and
Sersa Experian, 81.6% of the investors are men and most (58.9%) are between 18 to 33 years0old and live in the
southeast region of Brazil. In the same sense, of training and adaptation, the exchange users, in general, still feel
unprotected as to having the operators’ support information that assist them in understanding certain market
dynamics that expose them to risks beyond necessary.
And it is not only a question of training and risk, this user profile complains about the investments offered to
investors so that they can execute their operations with relative autonomy at the DEx. Researches show that, as to
DEx, the offered applications have provided the worst possible experience. Let us see what the former Goldman
Sachs executive who became Coinfi’s CEO, Timothy Tam, says about what he judged being the DEx’s weakness:

“I think it’s because the UI isn’t good enough. The users aren’t familiar with
the Decentralized Exchanges; they’re more familiar with Binance or Bittrex".
He says it was relevant enough to alter the processes and focuses of Waves’ DEx, released in the exchange
market approximately a year and a half ago whose operations on the last 24h (August 2018) already correspond
to approximately R$ 24 million. The company’s CEO has understood that, more than showing technological
advantages of the service provided by the Waves’ DEx, what really mattered was to improve the DEx application
interface better drawn to deliver the best possible experience to their clients.
Yet, according to a research done by the biggest operator in the market for understanding the DEx world, the
information that users as a whole care mainly about matters related to liquidity and performance, aside of course
from the easiness of use of the offered applications in the market was revealed.
Such information makes us position Dibstrader even more precisely in the face of the discussed possibilities. The
DEx Dibstrader is a competitive solution in the decentralized exchange market that heavily act with cryptocurrencies,
besides the fiat currencies. Furthermore, it shall act primarily in its beginning in Brazil and shall aim to:
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1. Having among its human resources, professionals that always possess the best in necessary expertise to meet the market
demands always concerned with the excellence of the service provided to its customers;
2. Comprehending the implications of acting in a market with such a large range of clients, in special, such heterogeneous
markets as the Brazilian one. Implications that shall reverberate, necessarily, in always delivering the best in terms of user
experience, liquidity and performance as researches reveal;
3. Always adequately using the communication languages segmented by user profiles, as: where they are, gender,
socioeconomic profile, etc. appropriately treating, as far as possible, the best way of making them understand how to take
advantage of the applications and, thus, their assets;
4. Being on the vanguard of the development of techniques that are capable of informing and protecting, as much as
possible, the DEx users, whatever their levels of competence are, regarding the market dynamics that may harm their
investments;
5. Always keeping, in their portfolio, the max diversification of cryptocurrencies with the purpose of increasing the freedom
of choice and opportunities of gains with the executed transactions by the Dibstrader DEx.
6. Working insistently for institutional relationships that may leverage the company to the lowest rate of liquidity of the assets
that circulate by it.
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Architecture
Dibstrader is a distributed asset exchange platform. The exchanged assets are directly stored in its user’s wallet
and, due to it, the chances of the Dibstrader DEx having its safety compromised by cyberattacks shrinks, against
the traditional decentralized exchanges. There are no administrators to freeze assets of their clients or limit its
negotiations and withdraws, for whatever reason. Your clients shall have full control of their own assets’ operations.
The Dibstrader’s proposal relevance is in that, by observing the current market, it promotes mechanisms that may
assist its users, in a decentralized way, in having the best and more intuitive data analysis gathered in its dashboard
in the simplest way possible. Not only that, it institutes an environment for the exchange of information among
its users who, operating within the platform, are able to work cooperating with the spread of relevant information
and assisting each other as to the use of the platform.
With the intent of promoting the cooperation and maximization of gains and efficiency in exchanges executed
within the Dibstrader platform, it shall also count with a group of Artificial Intelligence robots which shall
collaborate with the user community. Such robots shall be commissioned in the sense of offering the largest
possible number of data to their users so that they can feel comfortable when they have to decide the instants
of their exchange movements. Ultimately, it will offer an online environment with the purpose of facilitating and
promoting necessary trainings for its users to feel prepared to face teh challenge of operating in the Dibstrader
exchange.
DExBoard
This is the DEx area that the user shall resort to for access to its working environment. In it, the user will be
able to view all the data in each one of its wallets, through indexes that assist the understanding as quick as
possible the status and trends of exchange operations, whether their own or the network’s set. Through it,
users will be able to quickly access all the other areas and functions of the platform, aside from having, in it,
the notifications regarding robot settings, sale commands, purchase commands, order canceling commands,
scheduling of these orders, the vewing of the orders’ univers in the public Order Book and the status of each
one of the orders, aside from user and robot community notifications.
TradingView
It promotes the use of the TradingView’s API. Its purpose is to reinforce the assistance degrees to the platform’s
users -- those who wish to employ their own analysis models -- to the use of various indexes and making their
own technical analysis within the exchange itself. The use of this environment’s API shall be totally integrated
to the DExBoard’s environment. The main reason for the existence of this environment is enriching the DEx’s
user experiences, maximizing, besides the offered standard, another additional set of resources that increase
the chances of gains of its users.
DExBot
The Dibstrader’s bots’ purpose is the analysis of the data set, through the employment of Bigdata and
Artificial Intelligence technology, for the recognition of trader’s movement patterns (platform’s users) that
are considered success. The investigation capacity and learning of these bots is aimed at two purposes more
specifically. The first one is the increase of both quantity and quality of the offered data to the DEx’s users to
assist their decisions. The second one, on the other hand, is offering users, especially the least experienced,
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as more solid and comfortable base for decision-making, through a group of bots that shall interact and dialog
with such users, facilitating both the learning the competences expected from traders, and the use of the tool
itself.
To the more experience users, those who desire to contribute with the network of intelligent robots’ learning
process, dividend rewards of winning operations will be offered relatively to earnings that, with the assistance of
bots, happen. The bots shall be in center of the Dibstrader operation process and they will stimulate the cooperation
and sharing of information among the platform’s users, and then, stimulate an environment reinforced with trust
and, therefore, comfort.
Collabore
This environment shall be dedicated to continuously training its network of users. In this environment forums,
chats, videos and interactive texts, in real-time or on demand, will be built and distributed collaboratively by
the group of its users, counting with experts, and the full support of their own company, and that in order to
increase the competence levels of the whole platform users network. This community will have, collaterally,
the potential for the creation of opportunities surrounding the Dibs ecosystem around the whole platform,
promoting it.
Besides that, just as the bots operation strategy provides the reward to that part of the community that
interests itself in collaborating with the learning of such, here the strategy is the same. Those from the
community who are willing to help increase the competence levels in the platform’s user group will also
received rewards.
General
Furthermore, in spite of the need for the employment of protocols known to the client, such as KYC, all the
transaction that occur inside Dibstrader, through Dibs’ blockchain, among cryptocurrencies, shall have dismissed
the employment of client identity recognition protocols. The employment of the protocol will only occur in the
circumstances in which there is the use of fiat currency.
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CHAPTER V

Dibsback
Introduction
ICO is an acronym for Initial Coin Offering. It is a way of fundraising with the intent of starting and maintaining a
new venture while it is in its first moments. An Initial Coin Offering brings the opportunity of avoiding the strictly
regulated process of fundraising demand by venture capitalists or banks, thus enabling that ideas that rose within
or outside great technological centers can be feasible. It is important to highlight that this occurs due to the
complete absence of regulating of this raising process.
In an ICO campaign, a percentage of the cryptocurrency is sold to the first lenders of the project in exchange for
legal currencies or other cryptocurrencies, and so the funds for carrying out undertakings emerge. The sale of
these cryptocurrencies happens through electronic means and through offer of these assets in exchanges.
There is no, as previously mentioned, legal regulation that serves as a base for the process functioning form.
However, some rules have been spontaneously rising throughout the past years from the birth of Bitcoin. It is
possible to state that, roughly, the process occurs through the employment of media and virtual tools with the
intent of efficiently communicating a good idea of business to its possible currency investors/buyers to reach
the ICO’s purpose. This communication occurs mainly through media and resources such as: websites, landing
pages, social networks, documents and apps. It is through these last ones that the purchase of currencies may be
executed.
So it matters to say that the interest of these assets’ buyers exists for the bet that, executing such undertaking as
presented and the success coming from substantial participation of the undertakings’ businesses in the market,
the demand for the cryptocurrency linked to the undertaking grows above the offer and therefore appreciating
its value. That is, therefore, the way of attracting initial buyers of the cryptocurrency, the bet executed through
speculations of asset value, from the cryptocurrency.
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Market and Opportunities
This has been a market with great opportunities emerging, above all for its more unregulated aspect, thus, free
of red tape and more democratic than the current fundraising models together with institutions of the traditional
financial system. Maybe its main contribution is in the sense that entrepreneurs who possess the appropriate
competences to execute good ideas do not need to be in great financial and technological centers. From start
we can say that to this respect countries like Estonia, for example, are among the top 5 in the ICO processes list².
According to data from a research done by CoinDesk, publishing specialized in digital currencies, around 48%
of the ventures based on risk capital conducted in 2016 based themselves on the so called digital currencies.
Another research from Chambers & Partners informs that in the same year 46 ICO processes were released
reaching an amount of over US$ 256 million, little more than half of all the investments made through traditional
processes, such as funds in venture capitals. The same study also informs that the average fundraising is around
US$ 6 million by ICO, with variations that go from US$ 2 million up to US$ 17 million. In the following year, 2017,
there is a dramatic increase in these numbers. When the research was done, still in the first quarter of that
year, the fundraising through ICO processes had already surpassed the figure of US$ 1.5 billion, with 228 ICOs
performed on an average US$ 12 million per ICO. According to icodata.io the end of 2017 presented the incredible
overcoming of fundraising related to any comparison with any index, separate or summed up, of traditional
means of fundraising. The 2017 figure reached over US$ 6 billion, an increase of more than 2,300% from one year
to the other.
These are the numbers that surprise any analyst in the market. Precisely for that governmental and nongovernmental institutions are running towards creating a set of rules for regulating the sector, considering the
consequences coming out of fraud, whether to individuals or entire country governments, especially the poorer.
There is reason indeed, due to this technology’s disruptive character and type of fundraising, besides the figures
that grow and astonishing fees, worry the national financial authorities regarding the necessary protection of their
financial systems. Not only that, but there have been frauds in the ICO fundraising process surpassing the values
of over US$ 200 million. That has also been provoking an increase in the care and maturity requirement from the
one who buys/invests in cryptocurrencies initially offered to an undertaking, therefore changing the ICO’s public
behavior, what is good for the business environment.
Despite the cares that begin to exist, manifesting concerns both from national financial authorities, and anonymous
investors, it is worth mentioning that, in 2018, less than half the year, the ICO processes’ revenue already surpasses
the 2017 value. According to icodata.io this figure went over the US$ 6.2 billion mark, and the number of executed
ICOs is already superior to the whole number in 2017.
Facing such expressive numbers, several business initiatives have popped up, from consulting to risk classification
agencies, up to ICO specialized marketing agencies -- it is a big list. To that respect, we need to set a starting point
for us to position ourselves as to the opportunities unveiled in this market niche, we settle on assessing market
participation data with Brazil as the starting point, even if the platform’s immediate reach is global.
According the data from the ICO Watch List, an institution which monitors statistics related to the accomplishment
of ICO processes around the world, the most prominent countries in ICO releases are the USA with over 16% of
the global market share, the UK with 9%, Russia with 7% and the rest of market share is split among the members
of a 28-country list, among which is Brazil. By deepening the research on the institution website, we have found
that Brazil’s market share corresponds to only 0.47% of the global market. This number brings an important data
with it regarding a growth in potential, considering that Brazilian economy today hovers around the position of
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eighth richest economy in the world. Data however, that compared with others, evidences even more the Brazilian
market potential in particular. According to a research, Brazil is currently the fourth highest market volume
negotiating cryptocurrencies in the world (staying behind only China, USA and the EU). The monthly operation
values in exchanges already surpasses the figure of over a billion reais last year.
If we understand that the market share occupied by ICOs in Brazil is so tiny compared to other countries and,
besides that, knowing that the volume negotiated in cryptocurrencies puts the country among the stock and
transaction of values, it is possible to understand from that the huge potential in terms of growth.
Although there already are human resources and even companies specialized in technology and commerce
comprising the cryptocurrencies’ universe in Brazil, and thus, the ICOs’, the county is among the last ones in terms
of market share. In the research time for writing this article, no solid studies regarding data related to the ICO’s
national market were found.
We believe that such difficulties are related to the fact that this kind of fundraising and technology are fairly recent
being little more than 8 years-old. Yet, the increase rate of the ICO processes’ behavior, as previously discussed,
may suggest some reasons for the low capillarization for this method in the country.
We have found, however, an active, vibrating and participative user community with interests as different as
possible in the cryptocurrencies world, always avid for business opportunities. Those are several groups on social
networks, containing hundreds or thousands of users gathered around the theme, debating and building business
possibilities, seeking information both inside and outside the country, and many, earning series of benefits since
the beginning.
All that said, we can conclude that there is a huge potential in terms of business possibilities surrounding ICOs
all over the world and, at the moment, an even greater potential within Brazil. We understand that the moment
might not be more propitious to a venture in that market niche than right now.
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Positioning
From our experience with hardships and learnings, market researches, competition observation, varied
specifications and documents about the theme, and in the middle of interaction with a network of professionals
with a wide range of competences, from marketing, commerce, engineering, finances, business administration,
etc., all with and entrepreneur vision, we have developed a series of skills and understandings we judge relevant in
the sense of meeting the demand of companies and entrepreneurs by supporting any order as to accomplishing
for themselves a fundraising process based on the ICO model.
This experience has been helping us, perceiving the most varied opportunities of this market niche, discern that
the idea of marketing products and services from the construction and operation of an ICO release platform
indeed constitutes a good business opportunity. We understand that, at this point, from a basis in Brazil, for a
series of circumstances and opportunities already mentioned, we can reach entrepreneurs from all over the world
and, then, contribute in the sense of helping the democratization of the access to resources which can positively
alter the reality of entire communities.
This starting point takes us from the beginning to the need of aligning us to what is already consolidated in terms
of the best ethical practices and proved successes ar to the management and execution of ICO processes. Such
researches and concerns have made us become signatories of the Sustainable ICO Protocol (SICOP). A document
developed in collaboration with over 600 institutions and professionals around the world, whose purpose is to
specify a public protocol that guides the execution of ICO processes, with principles that can ensure a minimum
of safety to the investors regarding the quality of the offers that have been done in the market as a north.
The protocol, SICOP, does not worry only about he safety of investors, but, for guaranteeing this interest,
establishes a series of functional requirements and checklists of commitments of which the ICO proposers must
imply in turn, therefore, all the business environment of this market more stimulating and disruptive, as it has
been showing to be. It is from this set of requirements that the Dibsback platform has been built. Not only based
in the experience of professionals at Dibs itself, but also from this document which orientates, or launches the
foundations that orient the elaboration and execution of ICO processes.
Despite such assumed requirements from now with the purpose of structuring the construction platform, the
Dibsback project has been caring essentially about the requirements directly regarding the platform’s users
experience from its ergonomic stand point. For that, it is necessary to objectively highlight who these users are,
and to that we answer that they are at least two big groups: the ICO proposers in the set of collaborators (founders,
consultants, technicians, etc.) and the initial contributors and investors. These such are the two main categories of
actors in this scenario with who the Dibsback platform should be occupied by for the purpose of its elaboration,
construction and operation. Thus, through an engagement with such actors, we are better understanding and
projecting that what has been revealing itself as necessary to offer whatever is best in terms of user experience.
UX/UI area professionals, besides the other professionals in the software development area who support the
drawings of those, are already getting busy with the reading of data which regard its best way of construction of
interfaces and their dynamics that shall imply the use of the platform in its most varied channels, whether through
browsers or mobile device apps, wearable or not. About that we can affirm that as of now we are elaborating and
building the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) that shall inform us, as of this moment, even before the Dibs ICO has
begun, about what is proposed here for the Dibsback platform.
But, the platform will be occupied with the cooperation of already existent institutions in the business ecosystem
related to startups, whether offering or receiving contributions from professionals or institutions (such as incubators
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and accelerators) already consolidated as reference in the context of fomenting new ideas ans businesses. Whether
these professionals or institutions are in Brazil, or anywhere else in the world. The perspective is of integrating
and actively participating in, and with, this community, thus, symbiotically contributing to the strengthening this
ecosystem already recognized as alive and strong with possibilities.
In short, positioning Dibsback is, at this moment, informing:
1. It is a project launching platform that use the Initial Coin Offering method as a medium for fundraising;
2. It will always maintain the care with the best practices that imply good experience of use on behalf of the platform’s users;
3. Signing projects to promote the Sustainable ICO Protocol (SICOP) and in distinct conformity degrees. That with the intent
of creating the best conditions that aim minimize the risks for the actors that see themselves engaged in this business
environment, whether the investors, or proposers;
4. It intends to be at the end 2019 the leading platform in the national market and collaborate so that Latin America, especially
Brazil, reach until the end of 2020 superior marks to the current market share in the ICO global market;
5. Despite the initial focus being Brazil, we intend on having the experience of acting in other countries, starting from Latin
America and Iberian Peninsula countries.
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Architeture
Dibsback is a platform signatory to SICOP and, to accomplish it, it is composed by a set of tools with the purpose of
assisting entrepreneurs with carrying out their undertakings in the least complicated way possible, creating means
of promoting their ventures, focusing on the support at the initial stages of the undertaking, assisting the access
of fundraising channels of the ICO kind and accompanying the execution of projects. It composes, above all, a
Startse environment through which any project may be submitted to the platform of which another environment,
optionally, will have its turn, the Scorese. In this environment, the submitted projects shall go through a sieve of
the technical-commercial order to assist the selection and improvement of existing projects. The platform will
also offer a third tool which is Entrepreneur, whose purpose is to guide the entrepreneurs on solidly building
the carrying out of a ICO process, that will cover the preparation and execution phases of fundraising. Lastly, the
platform counts with the Community tool. In here, those interested in collaborating with the projects, any of them,
launched through the platform will find ways of actively participating in the project that sparked interest in them -whether it is only through the purchase of assets of the project, or for the partaking of decisions related to the
execution of it. Ultimately, it is important to say that each one of the projects that go through the Dibsback platform
shall count with an objective ranking data that will get closer in terms of compliance to what is established in
SICOP -- with the intent of aiding the Dibs community to have the most solid referential possible regarding the
investment safety.
The Dibsback relevance through the Dibs ecosystem of services is assisting the promotion of interest and use, not
only of the company’s own tools, but also with the elaboration of a set of new ideas and businesses that certainly
will emerge surrounding the human and technical infrastructure which will be developed by the company and
its user community. Furthermore, the relevance of empowering the aggregation of value through betting on the
diversity of interests that must compose a real ecosystem, in the belief that, only then, we will be capable of
economically sustaining the existence of a currency, digital or not, whether these interests are competitors or not
the Dibspag, Dibsback and Dibstrader interests.
Up next, we detail these components a little more.
Startse
Startse is a Dibsback platform tool whose purpose is to be the gateway of new ideas, through which
entrepreneurs are assisted in carrying out those ideas!
It will be an online system through which undertakings may be described, technically and commercially,
with the intent of, if they so desire, having at first feedback from the cryptocurrencies investor community
regarding these two dimensions of concerns related to the emergence of businesses. This community, from
the beginning, will be composed by its own Dibs services users community and, furthermore, all the other
universes of cryptocurrencies’ interests in general. Dibs shall also count with an internal technical staff and
external partners, linked to institutions of universe of incubators, accelerators and investment funds, capable
of issuing initial feedbacks regarding this moment of commencement in the platform.
The manner of accomplishment of these interest relations between entrepreneurs, investors, community,
technicians and analysts will occur essentially through the tool itself employing devices as forms, chats and
e-mails, whether on smartphones or desktops.
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Scorese
Scorese, on the other hand, is the Dibsback platform tool whose purpose is the assisting of entrepreneurs and
investors in establishing among themselves trust relationships capable of assessing and offering of technical/
commercial improvements more effective related to the businesses submitted to the platform.
The tool shall be presented as an optional to entrepreneurs. It shall also count with, besides the community
itself, an internal and external advising team that will assist the ICO processes that go through the platform, to
be more efficient as to the preparation and execution purpose of their Initial Coin Offerings. Assistance which
shall always move towards the advisory which seek to have insights that can technically and commercially
enhance the business ideas from the entrepreneurs that opt for the use of this tool. Insights that can
empower, for the relevance of the contribution of the undertaking’s offer of value, the fundraising during the
ICO capable of enabling with excellence the proposed venture.
The whole accomplishment of the necessary tasks to the execution of undertaking analysis and
advisory for the entrepreneurs themselves shall occur online through the tool itself using, for such,
chat channels, forms and e-mails, besides, whenever necessary, video conference.
Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur constitutes the Dibsback platform tool aimed at assisting entrepreneurs who may after the
use of Starts, and at the same time Scorese, programs which will help them build, specify and present the
several artifacts of the project demanded by the SICOP protocol from what has been assessed by Startse.
Such artifacts, for instance, go through the constitution of documents like the Whitepaper, the elaboration of
the ICO website, algorithms and tokens to be sold, until the manner of fundraising through electronic wallets,
besides the way entrepreneurs must be linked to the community of its potential investors and service users
proposed by the undertaking’s project. The tool will help in the initial stage of preparation of the project, and
during its execution project until the end of the ICO.
Seals with distinct degrees of compliance will be given to project according to the degree of distancing or
approaching to the established by the SICOP protocol. What entices, therefore, higher or lower degree of
investment safety for the investors. These seals will compose with maximum degree of visibility, all the
promotion of advertising that are employed from the Dibsback platform.
All the necessary tasks to the carrying out of the intentions of the Entrepreneur tool will occur through an
online environment of which the entrepreneur will be able to prepare and carry out all the project’s ICO
process, besides naturally, accompanying each one of the indexes that will be shown, at the occasion, how
close or distant it is from the desired fundraising target.
Community
As relevant as having abilities to build a project that may be successful with an ICO process is having the necessary
skill to interact with an active and numerous community. The Community, more than a tool, it constitutes the
existence itself of a community whose values are expressed by SICOP, fundamentally. It is the means and end of
the existence of venture proposals that shall have to be executed together with the Dibs platform and Dibs itself.
For such the community will always be invited to participate according to several interest profiles, whether it is
only in the investor profile, or in the profile of those interested, among other things, of having an active part
in the ways of the projects that may be available to interacting on a higher or lower degree with those who will
support it.
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The ICOs that will be executed through Dibsback will always be submitted to the sieve of interest of this environment
of collaborators so that they can, besides the effect knowing business opportunities, form, at their discretion, their
own communities of collaborators. Not only that, all projects shall have the same space in discussion forums about
the ideas, even as an embryo -- at the moment of use of Startse, for example. And, as it matures, as the interest of the
community members are gained, it will be themselves -- the undertakings -- targeted for the promotion of business
by itself. This community will constitute its own channels and social networks so as to provide the necessary dynamics
for all the projects to become feasible, not only through the prism of peculiar interests of their businesses, but as said
before, by the necessary growth and diversity of supply and demand of interests associated to the ecosystem capable
of sustainin any currency, especially the ones from the Dibscoin system.
All the base of necessary actions to the execution of the Community’s intent will happen, fundamentally online.
Forums, chats, social networks, websites will all be part of means through which Community will exist. An existence that
recognizes and highlights the relevance of the current cryptocurrencies users’ communities. Plus, besides recognizing
them, we believe that by promoting them whenever possible, we also have space for recognition and promotion. The
intent is to co-exist and share flows of knowledge in a way for us to be always well informed regarding the opportunities
that assist everybody in achieving concurrent objectives to the ecosystems’s welfare.
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CHAPTER VI

General
Commercial Strategy
Dibscoin and the Disbpag payment system are already born scalable, being commercialized globally. It will
increase, therefore, the transaction volume, leveraging the users’ interest regarding Disbcoin.
Dibscoin Commercial Strategy
The first Dibscoin strategy axis, relates to the class of currency it belongs to, a stablecoin (a more technical concept
although essential). Despite being treated on its own chapter, we reinforce the technical-commercial value of this
information: There is no way for a cryptocurrency to massively develop on the traditional market – as Dibscoin
intends to – without a way of preserving its long- term value, avoiding abrupt falls as it is the case with the absolute
majority of cryptocurrencies.
We are at the vanguard of current serious projects proposing the creation of cryptocurrencies51. According to
studies done by Cointelegraph and Kinesis Money, this is the next generation of successful cryptocurrencies52 & 53.
On a Forbes report54, they are considered as the holy grail of cryptocurrencies. Whoever conducts them well, shall
conduct business surrounding the trillion dollars figure.
The second axis of the development of the Dibscoin strategy is that we depart from regional platform of tourism
(the Brazilian northeast, out immediate place of operations), we will focus on the areas of: tourism, real estate
and commerce, all of those with national and international reach/visibility to explore advertising channels and
global sales, especially, to South America, Europe and the USA, taking advantage of the tourist flow and strategic
positioning of the Brazilian northeast as a logistic and touristic hub for the world. In this context, Brazil’s tourism
represents a market of over 200 billion reais (approximately 4% of Brazil’s GDP) and the northeast alone, represents
49% of tourist interest (data from FGV and ABEOC)55. The sector has grown more than 4% on a grave economic
crisis scenario currently on the country and the world. What makes us remember of a huge growth potential for
strategical positioning and public and private investments.
That being said, our audience, shall comprehend Brazilians and foreigners, especially, Europeans, North and South
Americans. They mainly belong to two age ranges: (1) from 21 to 40 years-old, for being more kin to technologies;
and (2) from 41 to 60 years-old who use technology, but less frequently. Their main identified demands are the
execution of financial transactions, easiness, safety and low operation and tax cost.
We answer to that with the conjugation of Dibscoin and Dibspag enabling the execution of financial transactions
without borders with: (1) any currencies, crypto or fiat; (2) nationalcurrencies or not; (3) max easiness (online, realtime, contactless, through smartphones, etc); (4) incredibly low exchange rates (compared to traditional exchange
institutions); (5) facilitation of language (apps programmed in English, Spanish and Portuguese); (6) real-time
exchange solutions; (7) safety of electronic money; (8) preservation of time and movements.
Dibscoin offers a currency to merchants that is: (1) stable, preserving purchase power with transparent
administration; (2) digital; (3) easily and quickly exchanged for the official local currency; (4) participation of a
global network of clients and (5) the use of the Dibspag system.
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Dibspag Commercial Strategy
Dibspag is a holistic payment system product of a commercial vision that, in its core, are at least to guidilines56.
The first one is the demand for low cost financial transactions. The second one is the existence of an expressive
universe of economically active people in Brazil who are debarred from banks. According to data from IBGE,
there are around 60 million people out of banks in Brazil, almost half the economically active population in the
country, estimated on a total of 110 million people57. This group moves R$ 665 billion a year, more than the GDP
of countries like Chile and Singapore combined. Furthermore, Brazil’s Central Bank informs on an Economic Value
report that, at least 40% of those out of banks may employ their banking accounts to execute something beyond
getting their salaries. This is a population without banks, but with a lot of money! This a sea of opportunities for
the fintechs.
Among the facilitations, Dibspag offers: (1) online safe, easy and quick transactions; (2) transactions without
borders, with national and international reach; (3) access through computers and smartphones; (4) low transaction
fees; (4) access to a diversified portfolio of currencies; (5) salary receipt, payment of bills and transfers between
accounts in real-time. Regarding merchants, Dibspag offers: (1) a dashboard which the setting, execution and
monitoring of transactions can be easily done; (2) an API for the integration of the system to storefront software
already existing on establishments; (3) An integration with gateway payment plugin for virtual CMSs used around
the world (Magento, PrestaShop, OpenCart, Wordpress, Joomla, among others); (4) increasing the offer in more
than one sale channel of its products; (5) being able to participate in the fidelity program.
Dibspag Fidelity Program
The fidelity system is a strategy for the addition of value using a system of points. Such system shall be capable of:
(1) implementing and offering a low cost fidelity system, versatile, universal and customizable; (2) being safe, easy
and desirable at offering discounts for the adherence of clients of commercial establishments; (3) an equally safe,
easy and desirable p2p exchange of points; (4) delivery together with a cheaper option form of payment more
accessible to freelancers, micro, small and medium businesses, enhancing even more the cash flow of goods in
commercial establishments; and, with the innovation mark, (6) offering an intelligent mechanism, capable of
enhancing the customizable intra-region flow, depending on the retailers’ interest. Customization which can occur
within the city, between cities or between states.
In terms of market numbers of fidelity systems in Brazil – only – represented a market of more than 6.2 billion
reais in 2017, with a growth perspective higher than Brazil’s in 201858 & 59. More than that, it advanced 9% from
2016 to 2017. These numbers justify our effort in establishing the starting target of the point system, the national
market, starting from the northeast region, conjugating efforts with Dibspag/Dibscoin. Besides, the southeast
region on the commercial efforts of our partners in São Paulo, the S4R staff.
Commercial Partnerships
Reinforcing the conviction that we are temporarily, geographically and economically at a moment and place of
business opportunities for the sector, especially through sale channels of “tourism in Brazil” products/services,
the partnership targets are: card payment machine manufacturers, software houses who possess automation
solutions for stores and shopkeeper on the tourism sector (mainly) and their surroundings, spokespeople and
events of the tourism sector and the like, Shopkeepers’ Directive Chambers (CDLs) and commercial sector
associations in a broad manner.
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Fund & Token Distribution
The funds collected with the sale of tokens at the ICO will be distributed according to the chart shown below.
Through it, it is possible to notice the priority order given to the resources that will fund the development of the
business as documented herein.

So we hope to, by collaborating close to the user community, the development and promotion process of the use
of the currency and the values surrounding this project.
The tokens, on their turn, will be distributed according to the chart below. The ICO tokens do not have a guarantee
of refund. The speed of execution of the project will happen according to the volume of funds that are raised
during the initial Dibscoin token sale.
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Despite reaching the hardcap or not, the project will start and go on until the construction objectives of tools
described herein are fulfilled.
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Legal, Terms & Uses
Up next we present the legal aspects which Dibs and its services’ users shall submit to anywhere in the world.
1. Terms
By accessing the website http://dibscoin.com, you agree to these terms of services, all the applicable law and norms.
You also agree that you are responsible for the compliance of the local applicable laws. If you do not agree with any of
these terms, you are forbidden of using or accessing this website. The material contained therein are protected by the
applicable law, copyright and trademarks. Dibs reserves the right of updating its terms and use of privacy policies, as it
is provoked by the relevant authorities or there is a need of change.
2. Legal Notice
The materials on the Dibs website are provided as they are shown at the moment of access. Dibs does not offer
guarantees, express or implicit, to its users. Dibs also renounces and denies all other guarantees, including but not
limited to, warranties or implicit trading conditions, fitting to a specific purpose or the non-violation of intellectual
property or any other breach of rights. Furthermore, Dibs does not guarantee or makes statement about the
precision, probable results or reliability of the use of materials on its website or in any way related to these materials
or any other websites related to it.
3. Limitations
In no circumstance shall Dibs and its providers be responsible for any damage (including, without limitations, to losses
of profit, or due to business interruption) resulting from the use or the incapacity of using the materials on the Dibs
website, even if Dibs or an authorized representative is notified orally or in written form of the possibility of such
damage. As some jurisdictions do not allow limitations about implicit guarantees or limitations of responsibility for
consequential or incidental damages, these limitations may or not apply to you.
4. Materials’ precision
The materials that appear on the Dibs website may include technical or photographic mistakes as well as typos. Dibs
does not guarantee that any materials in their website are precise, complete or current. Dibs can make alterations in
the material contained in its website at any moment, without previous warning. However, Dibs does not commit to
updating the materials.
5. Links
Dibs did not review all the websites connected to its website and is not responsible for the content of any connected
website. The inclusion of any link does not imply in the endorsement of the website by Dibs. The use of any website
connected is by the user’s own risk and account.
6. Modifications
Dibs may review its terms of service for the website at any moment, without previous notice. By using this website,
you agree to being bound by the current version of these terms of service.
7. Intellectual property and confidentiality
All the Dibs’ rights and intellectual property or of any other product offered herein as an object of this instrument
are of exclusive property of Dibs.digital. Any improvements, corrections, translations, amendments, new versions or
derived words, done by Dibs, for the execution of its activities are included.
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8. Safety
Dibs states that, although it acts in good-faith with the protection and security practices, now online service possesses
total guarantee against invasions, frauds, theft and leaking of data. Dibs still affirms that it adopts measures intended
for the protection of the integrity of the given clients and preventing the non-authorized access, use and processing of
such data, not being liable if it happens.
9. Data Protection
Dibs states that it shall act respecting, as much as possible, the applicable law regarding thetreatment of the users’
personal and sensitive data.
10. Jurisdiction
These terms and conditions are governed and interpreted according to the laws to which the Dibs headquarters office
is located in and you irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in that State.
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